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H [(1w -z,)(-jw -ZK)]
This paper introduces a new procedure to identify a 1f(jw)2 = J =2 (4) complex transfer function of a linear time-invariant (LTI), H [(1w) -Pn)(-jw-P causal and stable system, based on a set of samples of its -= magnitude frequency response. The approach consists of Since {P.}nLN and {ZJ,},l M are real or complex conjugate building a rational approximation of the magnitude square pairs, the (4) can be written in the form: response, followed by the spectral factorization of the M identified rational function. The [6] to identify high firequency Afterwards, the spectral factorization can be applied: right models of potential transformers from magnitude data. hand poles and zeros are discarded in order to find the However, complicated magnitude responses still require a more robust implementation in order to achieve very accurate approximations. The purpose of this work is to enhance the magnitude approximates mf(S). .Ac X 0 and Aa. X 0 the right hand side of (7) has an axis, it can be verified that zeros of &fi, (s) occur in truly imaginary part, whereas f(s) iS purely real. Nevertheless, opposite pairs:
we have found that rational functions like (7) In the second step, the known poles {a(')} are used to have been analytically computed.
Both algorithms, VF and magVF, were applied to ftI11 solve the following LS problem (residues identWfcation):
Bohagrtm,V an maV,weeapidtft solve2teNfollwingLSproble (residue identiand IS212, using the same number of poles and iterations. The Is52 response, it is seen that standard VF fails to catch the In order to enforce that poles of 4fI2 occur in opposite resonance peak near the 2 GHz frequency, while this does not happen with magVF. A similar result also occurs for S]212. pairs, the magVF algorithm uses the pole identification
Figs. 3 and 4 show the absolute rms-error of VF and magVF scheme of (8) and (11) with the expansions (13), (14) instead as function of the number of iterations, respectively for ISj12 of (10),(11):
and S1]212. It can be seen that VF has no reliable convergence, 
